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Figure 1: From left to right: one of the 40 images captured by a handheld camera under natural conditions; the recovered hair rendered with
the recovered diffuse color; a fraction of the longest recovered hair fibers rendered with the recovered diffuse color to show the hair threads;
the recovered hair rendered with an artificial constant color.

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel image-based approach to model
hair geometry from images taken at multiple viewpoints. Unlike
previous hair modeling techniques that require intensive user inter-
actions or rely on special capturing setup under controlled illumi-
nation conditions, we use a handheld camera to capture hair images
under uncontrolled illumination conditions. Our multi-view ap-
proach is natural and flexible for capturing. It also provides inherent
strong and accurate geometric constraints to recover hair models.

In our approach, the hair fibers are synthesized from local image
orientations. Each synthesized fiber segment is validated and opti-
mally triangulated from all visible views. The hair volume and the
visibility of synthesized fibers can also be reliably estimated from
multiple views. Flexibility of acquisition, little user interaction, and
high quality results of recovered complex hair models are the key
advantages of our method.
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CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Object modeling—
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1 Introduction

Many computer graphics applications, such as animations, com-
puter games or 3D teleconferencing, require 3D models of people.

Hair is one of the most defining characteristics of human appear-
ance, but the capturing of hair geometry remains elusive. The ge-
ometry of hair, with hundreds of thousands of thin fibers, is com-
plex and hardly perceivable at normal image resolutions. The in-
triguing reflectance properties of hair make active scanning meth-
ods unreliable. Most prior dedicated modeling tools [Kim and Neu-
mann 2002] required costly and tedious user interaction. The recent
work by [Paris et al. 2004; Grabli et al. 2002] demonstrates the po-
tential and possibility of an image-based hair modeling approach
combining synthesis and analysis. Impressive results are presented
in [Paris et al. 2004]. But the capturing of the images via this ap-
proach has to be done in a controlled environment with a known
moving light source. This requirement limits its applicability. The
subject to be captured must remain still during the entire process of
capturing. This process excludes the possibility of capturing a sub-
ject in motion. Moreover, this approach cannot be used for existing
captured videos.

In this paper, we propose a more practical and natural method of
modeling from images of a given subject taken at different view-
points. A handheld camera or video camera is used under natural
lighting conditions without any specific setup. It offers greater flex-
ibilities for image capture; moreover, it may produce more complex
and accurate models of sophisticated hair styles. This is mainly due
to the inherent strong and accurate geometric constraints from mul-
tiple views. Our approach is efficient and involves little user inter-
action. This makes it a useful solution as a starting point for other
interactive modeling systems, thereby reducing the amount of work
needed for generation of a final model.

2 Related Work

Active 3D laser scanners cannot handle hair reconstruction due to
the complex geometry and reflection properties of hairs. Traditional
image-based vision techniques, such as stereo methods or photo-
metric stereo approaches [Faugeras 1999] at best generate a smooth
surface boundary of the hair volume without the fiber geometry.



Most existing methods [Gelder and Wilhelms 1997; Kim and
Neumann 2002; Chang et al. 2002; Ward and Lin 2003] are highly
interactive and take a long time to produce hair models. Nakajima
et al. [Nakajima et al. 1998] started to use images for bounding the
hair volume, yet the synthesis of the hair fibers is heuristic and does
not follow the observed images.

More recently, Grabli et al. [Grabli et al. 2002] and Paris et
al. [Paris et al. 2004] pioneered a new image-based hair model-
ing approach. Note that hair structure consists of fibers of a spatial
frequency much higher than that can actually be captured by the rel-
atively low image resolution of cameras. This makes the direct re-
covery of individual fibers ill-posed, even impossible. Yet, it is ob-
served in [Grabli et al. 2002; Paris et al. 2004] that neighboring hair
fibers tend to have similar directions, and a group of such closely
tied hair fibers, called a strand, generates structured and detectable
2D orientation information in the images. The fiber direction in
space is first constrained by the local orientation at one viewpoint,
and finally determined from the scattering properties [Marschner
et al. 2003] observed from multiple images at the same viewpoint
with the known light positions.

Paris et al. [Paris et al. 2004] proposed an effective filtering
method based on the oriented filters to produce a robust, dense and
reliable orientation map at one viewpoint. Good results have been
produced by repeating the procedure from several different view-
points to cover the entire hair. The main disadvantage of the method
is that the capturing procedure is rather complex under a controlled
environment and a fixed viewpoint approach per se restricts the vis-
ibility and geometric constraints.

3 Approach

3.1 Overview

Our approach is to use images captured from multiple views to re-
cover the hair geometry. A hand-held camera is used under un-
controlled illumination conditions to capture images from multiple
viewpoints. Then, the camera geometry is automatically computed
using the method developed in [Lhuillier and Quan 2005]. Next,
we detect a local orientation per pixel in each image. Each hair
fiber is represented by a sequence of chained line segments. The
key step of the reconstruction is triangulation of each fiber segment
using image orientations of multiple views. If fibers were observ-
able in images, the recovery would be geometrically equivalent to
a 3D line reconstruction from multiple 2D image lines [Faugeras
1999; Quan and Kanade 1997]. However, since they are invisible at
normal image resolutions, each fiber segment is first synthesized in
space, then validated by orientation consistency from at least three
views, and finally optimally triangulated from all its visible views.
The multi-view setting naturally allows a robust and accurate esti-
mation of the hair volume that bounds the hair synthesis, by com-
puting a visual hull from multiple views.

The major difference between our method and the most relevant
work by [Paris et al. 2004] lies in our multiple view approach ver-
sus their per se single view approach. This results in a different
reconstruction method, different capturing techniques and different
results. The practicality of the capturing method and the inherent
strong 3D geometric information are clear advantages of our multi-
view approach over a fixed view one.

3.2 Hair volume definition and determination

The hair volume is the volume bounded by two surfaces, the hair
surface, Shair , and the scalp surface, Sscalp, as illustrated in the
violet area in Figure 2.b. A good estimate of the hair volume is
important to bound the synthesis of the hair fibers. Although this is

difficult for the fixed viewpoint approach [Paris et al. 2004], it can
be reliably estimated through a multiple view approach.

One possible way to compute a surface representation of the sub-
ject, can be using the quasi-dense approach developed by [Lhuillier
and Quan 2005]. However, to make our approach more general and
practical, we approximate the surface of the subject Shair by the
visual hull [Laurentini 1994]. The visual hull is usually a good ap-
proximation when using images of full turn around the subject and
can be automatically computed from the subject’s silhouettes in a
practical and robust manner [Matusik et al. 2000; Szeliski 1993].

The scalp surface Sscalp underneath the hair is invisible, thus
unobtainable by cameras. A generic head model or an ellipsoid can
be used as an approximation of it. Another good systematic way of
approximating the scalp surface is to use an inward offset version
of Shair .

The hair area, H(S), of a given surface S can be defined as the
union of all patches whose projection onto images is in the hair
mask of those images. The extraction of the hair mask is described
in Section 4. The hair volume is then approximated to be the vol-
ume between H(Shair) and H(Sscalp). The synthesized hair fibers
start from a regular distribution over H(Sscalp). They are termi-
nated when they exceed a pre-defined maximum length or reach
H(Shair). All these quantities are illustrated in Figure 2.a.

a. b.

Figure 2: a. Hair volume, marked in violet, is approximated from a
visual hull Shair and an inward offset surface Sscalp of the visual
hull. b. The visibility of a fiber point P is determined from that of
the closest point P ′ on the hair surface. The projection of P onto
an image is not a point, but a small image area that is the projection
of a ball around P with radius PP ′.

3.3 Fiber visibility determination

Given a space point, P , through which a hair fiber is to be syn-
thesize, we first need to determine its visibility with respect to all
views.

The visibility of a point on the hair surface Shair is determined
by the surface itself and can be stored off-line. However a point
P inside the hair volume is obviously invisible from all views. Its
visibility is defined to be the same as that of the closest point P ′ on
the hair surface (see Figure 2.b). This may be considered as a con-
venient heuristic. On the other hand, when the 3D orientation of P
is computed, it average the orientation of the small image area that
is the projection of the ball defined in Figure 2.b. Intuitively, the
observed image information is smoothly diffused from the visible
surface to the interior of the hair volume, and the direction of inside
invisible fibers is an interpolation of visible fibers on the hair sur-
face. This procedure naturally results in more smoothed hair fibers
inside the volume: the further away from the visible hair surface
the fibers are, the more smoothed the reconstructed directions of
the fibers are.

3.4 Three-view orientation consistency

Let P be a point in space. In each view, the 2D orientation at the
projection of P defines a line in the image, a, a homogenenous



3-vector. Back-projecting this line into space from the viewpoint
gives a plane going through the camera center and the line. The
normal vector n of the plane is n = AT a, where A3×3 is the 3 × 3
submatrix of the 3 × 4 projection matrix (A3×3, t1×3).

If P is a valid fiber point in space, its 3D orientation should be
consistent with the multiple 2D orientations obtained on its projec-
tions in these views where it is visible. All back projection planes
should intersect into the common supporting line of a fiber seg-
ment at P . This constraint can be expressed in a minimum of three
views, resulting in two independent algebraic constraints. One of
them, important to our application, is expressed only in terms of the
orientation quantities [Faugeras 1999]: n · (n′ × n′′) = 0.

Therefore, a space point P is a valid fiber point if the orientations
a, a′, and a′′ at the projections of P in three views represented by
A, A′ and A′′ satisfy

AT a · (A′T a′ × A′′T a′′) = 0. (1)

This is indeed one of the trilinear constraints [Hartley and Zisser-
man 2000; Faugeras and Luong 2001] and can be used to efficiently
validate the positions of the fiber points in space.

3.5 Triangulation of the 3D orientation of fibers

A hair fiber is a space curve that is approximated by a sequence of
chained line segments. The position of one end-point of a fiber seg-
ment is synthesized in space, and the direction of the fiber segment
is optimally triangulated from all visible views as long as the fiber
segment is validated in multiple views.

Let nj be the normal vector of the plane πj defined by the line
of orientation aj in the jth view. Assume that the direction vector
in space of the fiber segment is d. We have d · nj = 0. The direc-
tion vector d can therefore be recovered from at least two views by
solving this linear homogeneous equation system. When more than
two views are available, the direction vector can be optimized over
all visible views j as follows. A line through the point P can be
parameterized by any other point Q of the line. The position of Q
is optimized by minimizing the sum of all distances, Σdj(Q, πj)

2,
from Q to each plane πj . Taking the uncertainty of orientation es-
timation into account, we solve for d by minimizing

Σj

1

σ2
j ||nj ||

(nj · d)2, subject to ||d|| = 1, (2)

where σj is the variance of the response curve in different orien-
tations of the given filter at that position. Its inverse encodes the
strength of the detected orientation edge. This is a linear optimiza-
tion problem that is efficiently solved by singular value decompo-
sition. A small line segment from P to P ± λd can be created as
a portion of the fiber. The scalar λ is a globally fixed constant such
that the segment is of unit length, i.e., the projection of ||λd|| onto
an image should roughly be the size of a pixel. The sign is deter-
mined such that the current segment forms a larger angle with the
previous segment to keep the fiber as smooth as possible.

Given the fact that the computed 2D orientations are noisy, we
first systematically discard those with low confidence. Second,
instead of directly using the algebraic constraint given by Eq. 1
to validate a synthesized fiber point P , we use the average un-
weighted residual error of Eq. 2, computed from at least three

views, 1
n
Σj

(nj ·d)2

||nj ||||d||
, for the validation.

4 Implementation

Image capture and camera calibration The image captur-
ing in our approach is conveniently achieved using a hand-held dig-
ital camera under natural conditions. Typically, about 30 to 40 im-
ages are taken to cover the whole head of the subject. We either

move around the subject that remains fixed to make a full turn or
turn the subject around itself. This acquisition process does not
require any ad hoc setup. Necessary precautions are that a short
shutter time should be used to avoid motion blurring of the hair
images and the environment should be sufficiently illuminated to
make sure that all parts of the subject are visible, particularly with
very dark hair areas.

The camera geometry through correspondences and autocalibra-
tion is fully automatically recovered using the quasi-dense approach
developed in [Lhuillier and Quan 2005]. A more standard sparse
approach using the points of interest as described in [Hartley and
Zisserman 2000; Faugeras and Luong 2001] may require more im-
ages for camera geometry determination.

2D orientation map computation We adapted the filtering
method developed in [Paris et al. 2004] to compute a dense ori-
entation map at each pixel for each image. We choose only one
oriented filter, a Canny-like first derivative of Gaussian, and apply
it at discrete angles for each pixel. The angle at which the filter
gives the highest response is then retained for the orientation of that
pixel. The confidence of the orientation at each pixel is taken as the
inverse of the variance of the response curve.

The 2D orientation estimation for each pixel obtained in [Paris
et al. 2004] is usually better than the one estimated by us, as the esti-
mate for each pixel is taken to be the most reliable response among
all images under different lighting conditions for a given viewpoint,
while we process only a single image under a fixed natural lighting
for each viewpoint. Yet, instead of using the 2D orientation in-
formation to directly constrain one degree of freedom of the fiber
direction in space, as done by [Paris et al. 2004], we can gain ro-
bustness by taking advantage of redundancy in multiple views. A
direction of a fiber segment is typically triangulated from about 10
views.

We also found that choosing the best response out of multiple
filters instead of using a single one does not significantly improve
the quality of the results.

Hair mask extraction An approximated binary hair mask for
each image is used to determine the hair area of a surface H(S).
Silhouettes of the subject are used to compute a visual hull as an
approximation of the hair surface, bounding the synthesized hair
fibers.

In our current implementation, these masks are drawn manually.
This is essentially the only interactive part of our approach, that can
be automated as well. For example, the subject silhouettes could be
recovered using techniques such as space-carving [Kutulakos and
Seitz 1999] for a general case, and chroma keying or background
accumulation for a case of static camera and a moving head. Sepa-
rating the boundary between the hair and face could be achieved by
advanced skin tone analysis.

Hair fiber synthesis We fix an object-centered coordinate
frame at the center O of the volume bounded by Shair and align
it with the vertical direction of Shair . We use spherical coordinates
for points on the scalp, and angular coordinates, θ ∈ [0, 180] and
φ ∈ [0, 360], for surface parameterization. We also define a map-
ping between these surfaces by drawing a line through the center O
and intersecting it with a surface at points P , Phair , and Pscalp, as
illustrated in Figure 2.a. This mapping may not be one to one if one
of the surfaces is not star shaped. In that case, we systematically
choose the intersection point that is the shortest to the center.

The starting points of hair fibers are uniformly sampled points in
the hair area of the scalp surface H(Sscalp). A point on Sscalp is in
the hair area H(Sscalp) if its projection in the most fronto-parallel
view lies in the hair mask of that view. It is sufficient to discretize
the parameter φ by one degree sampling from 0 to 360 degrees, and



Figure 3: Example of a typical man’s short and dark hair. In each
row, one of the original images on the left, the recovered hair ren-
dered with the recovered diffuse colors in the middle, and rendered
with a curvature map on the right. Middle bottom image’s levels
are set brighter to better show details.

the parameter θ, pointing to the top of the head with θ = 0, from 0
to 120 degrees at each degree.

Each hair fiber is a sequence of chained small line segments, and
each of them roughly corresponds to an imaged pixel size. The seg-
ments are generated one by one. The procedure terminates when
the total accumulated length of all segments exceeds a pre-defined
threshold or the segment reaches the boundary of the hair volume.
The fiber segment direction is optimally triangulated from all vis-
ible views as described in Section 3.5. Those visible views at ex-
treme viewing angles are discarded to avoid uncertainty due to oc-
clusion and blurring around the silhouettes. To maintain smooth
fibers, we avoid sharp changes of growth direction. In such cases,
we prefer to keep the growth direction of previous segments. Re-
peated failure to get a newly triangulated direction will terminate
the fiber growth. Finally, the fibers are smoothed where the curva-
ture is too large and the very short ones are discarded.

5 Results

Examples We tested different hair styles and hair colors to
demonstrate the flexibility and the accuracy of our hair geometry
recovery. For a typical man’s example with very dark hair, shown
in Figure 3, 38 images of resolution 480 × 640 are captured in the
corner of our lab. For the woman’s styles shown in Figures 1, 5 and
6, we used short and long wavy wigs worn on a real person to cap-
ture 40 images of resolution 768 × 1024. We also tested a difficult
curly hair style shown in Figure 4. For that, a wig was put on a
dummy head on a turntable with a black background to capture 36
images of resolution 1024×768. Additional views of the recovered
model can be seen in the accompanying video.

All these results are fully automatically computed except for the
extraction of the hair masks, clearly demonstrating the robustness
and the quality of the reconstruction with a multi-view approach.
Many long strands from the long wavy hair style have been success-
fully recovered in good order. In the curly example, the recovered
density is slightly lower due to the intriguing complex curls.

Hair rendering The recovered hair fibers are rendered as
OpenGL lines without anti-aliasing to better visualize the separate

fibers. A diffused color for each fiber segment is collected from
all its visible views. Then, a median of all sampled colors is re-
tained to remove directional illumination. Yet, same specularity is
retained, and visible on the top part of the head, due to light sources
on the ceiling. capturing from additional viewpoint directions, such
as top views, or modeling of the original illumination structure can
be used to get a better estimation of the hair colors, if needed. For
display purposes, a generic head model is displayed, roughly scaled
to fit the subject head (although some discrepancies can be seen).

To emphasize the structure of the recovered fibers, we use other
rendering methods. The curvature rendering uses a curvature map
in which a redder color encodes a higher curvature. The sparse
rendering only renders a fraction of the longest recovered fibers
so that the hair threads are better illustrated. The long wavy hair
style is also rendered, shown in Figure 6, with the self-shadowing
algorithm developed in [Bertails et al. 2005].

Running time The image capturing takes only about a few min-
utes. The registration is automatically done within 5 minutes on a
1.9GHz P4 PC. The orientation map computation is implemented
in Matlab and takes a few hours. Extraction of hair masks which
could be automatic is currently done interactively for each view.
The visual hull computation takes about 1 minute. We typically
synthesize about 40K fibers, consisting of 4 to 8 million line seg-
ments, in about 15 minutes.

Limitations As we use natural images, we can model only what
we can see. Some parts of the hair might be saturated or shadowed
in the images, so the orientation cannot be reliably estimated. Some
interpolation techniques like inpainting could be used to fill in these
areas. The invisible fibers are now synthesized from a lower reso-
lution orientation map or neighboring ones, but there exist multi-
layered hair styles in which one layer is completely occluding the
others. Since each layer already contains invisible strands, it is im-
possible to recover the occluded parts of the inner layer. Heuristics
or user interactions are necessary for the improvement and enhance-
ment of the recovered hair.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a method for modeling hair from a real person
by taking images from multiple viewpoints. It typically recovers
a complete hair model for complex hair styles from about 30 to
40 views. The method offers many practical advantages. Images
can be captured at any place and any time as long as the subject is
sufficiently illuminated. It opens up possibilities for capture of hair
dynamics, using a setup of multiple cameras. It is highly automated
with little user interaction. The only user interaction in our current
implementation is the extraction of hair masks from images that
could have been automated with a more advanced image analysis

Figure 4: Example of a difficult curly hair style. One of the original
image on the left. The recovered hair rendered with the recovered
diffuse colors in the middle, rendered with a curvature map on the
right.



Figure 5: Example of a typical woman’s style. One of the original
images on the top left. The recovered hair rendered with the re-
covered diffuse colors on the top right, rendered with a fraction of
long fibers on the bottom left, rendered with a curvature map on the
bottom right.

method. We will focus our future research directions on the follow-
ing issues: the immediate extension to dynamic modeling of hair
with a multi-camera setting; improvement of orientation filtering in
the scale space, particularly for the areas in which no reliable orien-
tation information is available; and the development of simple user
interactive tools for enhancement and improvement of the modeled
hair style.
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